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, Poi this:study of the relationships between accuracy

-political information and 'attention tootrious mass-media-sources

pablic-affair# information, perional interviews wori-conducted.:
likup,oligible voters in-Madison, lisconsin, and 129 eligible

tern in LexIngton, Kentucky,` uring October 1971:4aiiables
*lured-included 4,M:cation, political interest,. campaign interest in

itbe -:1972 presidential campaign;. public-;affiiri lass -media usage,

*low:ledge of the political system, and ability to identify the

IMI'-jOr!varty,candidates

positions on major issues. Results supported

oar seneial conclusions:(1) Network'news-yiewing has' no discernible

eiact.on.either political accuracy or political *Wes "knowledge- of

livrtftiae:or older_votere. 1217Pnblic-affairs-notspaPe use:has-an

:pendent *effect_oix both_ 'accuracy ana_poritical-system knowledge

lir 114;4, inexperienced-voters but not for older voters. -(3)-,

gtialic-affairs magazine use affects accuradrbut not political -system
Aknowledge,,for'bothsage groups. (4) Interest-in the campaign predicts

Abtparacylor first-time voters only. (Al)
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In ordtt
P-
to vote intelligently, a voter must assess mhat.eadh,

'candidate might do if elected. And if anything can predict what candidates

might do, it is what they say they will do during the campaign.

Recent evidende indicates that American voters are-gulded increasingly

O

0

by their assessment of candidates.' issue stands. While studies of. American

voting. behavior conducted during the1940s and,1950s (BerelSon,-Lazarsfeld,

and McPhee, 1954;.. Campbell, Converse, )filler, and Stokes, 1960) suggested

that issue concerns had little impdct on the vote compared with party

identification, data collected during the 1960s and 1970s provide evidence

Of-a reversal of this pattern.' For example, Nie, Verbs, and Petrocik
47 !

).
(1976) show that the correlation between party evaluations and the vote

decline from .49 in 1960,to .19 in 1964 to .14 in 1972 while the corielatiOn

between issue evaluations and the'vote, iiicreased from .47 in 1960 to

.56 in' 1964', remaining stable in 1972.

This decline in the association between party evaluations and

voting behtivior might be attributable partly to the fact that fewer

people today, identify with pdlitical-parties than did in the,1930s

(Dennis, 1975). Yet, as Dennis and Chaffee (forthcoming) note, among

. identifiers; the correlation between party identification and the-vote

has dropped from .70 is 1952 to .55 in 1972, suggesting that party

alliances are losing strength as a determinant of the vote._

Thus, candidates' issue positions appear to be a significant factor.

in presidential voting. I will call the voter's ability to identify
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correctly these positions accuracy.''

THE PROCESS. OF ACQUIRING ACCURACY .

Unlike most other forme. of political knowledge, accuracy is based

' on-'information that is tphemeral'and specific to the immediate sitiation.

It is not l'arned in school, as is general knowledge of the workings of

'1

the political system. Since information about candidates' issue positions
.

is.transmiiiid only Airing the relatively short'canfaign-period, it

cannot be accumulated over longperiods of time, except in-the sense
-

-

,thatan.alert voter might be able to deduce a'candidate's staid on a

4
i1-,partcular issue froisiccumulited_iCowiedge_about the candidate or party.

Haw then do people becoie accurate observers of a political campai
0

4

Early political research suggests that fetrAo. During the 1948

! .- ... ,,----;14..

4

presidential:Campaign, the candidates- held distincly different posy ions

. ,

on two issues --taft -Hartley and'price control. Yet, in theLr st d
/
y of that'

election, Belson et al: (1954) found that only 16% of their/ample

could.identify accurately both candidates' stands. Simile ', Camibell,

Gurinv and Miller (1954) found that Most people are Unabr to discriminate

broad differences between the,major political parties.jZn 1952, just
,r.

V

-30% of-their-national sample could ,identify differe'es iwthe stances of

the Republican :`Democratic parties on either w 'fare or internationalismt°
4,

It .is not the absolute level of accuraty bq the process,by'Which -

it isacquiredthat is of interest here. Exist' g research !;iggests'thati

/

this-process isa.complex one,,involvlx.g Patterns of attention to

dipublic affairs mass media and (2),the.pers_es cognitive and motivational'
. s

preparation.
- /

Mass Media Use
/°

4
__Since information-about candidat and Issues, a_tranimitted
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primarilyby the mass_media, it is logical.to suspect that attention

to public affairs media is a strong contributor to accuracy.. In their

Z.

o-

. ,

1948 study, aertlioti.et-ii-e--(1.914,) found that exposure to ,relevant newsr ,

-items inmagatints, newspapers, and on the radio (Tele4ieIO1-1-ias--ttien-Jr

Anew and sparsely diffused medium.?...was a stronger predictor of accuracy
-

.
than was education or any of tile other variables analyzed Of those

exhibiting high accuracy, (three or four correct out-of four possible)

'671 were Categorized as high on-the communications exposure index.

Two more recent British-studies (Trenaman apd McQuii14-1961;

Blnmler and MtQuail, 1969) suggest that certain types of political television
t'q

programs can haveanformational effects. .
Utilizing a panel design, Trenaman

and,McQuail fotnd a correlatidn of .11 between the numberof party

programs viewed and the increase in accuracy during the:campaign. For

.thOse whochanged parties during the campaign, the_ correlation was..32,
, -

But -inconsistently with the earlier American_ study, .gains in accuracy

were not related to either radio or 'newspaper_use
_ .

replicated these findings in their study'df the 1964 British 'General.

Election with almost identicil correlationi. they also examined the

.contributions of television news, which they found to be low and statistically

nonsignificant, '

These two studies portray election television as a major source

.

of the public's information about itish party politics, but it is the

party program that accounts for most of the variance. The British party

.programis longer and more issue-oriented than is the typical political

presentation on Americap television. `Because. of the shorter"British

,campaign and the relatively limited access of British, politicians to
ti

.

`television, the British 'party program probably Stimulates more interest

b

0

a

x
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and, thua,more learning than might the seemingly endless:coverage,

commercials, and specials that chtracteAze Aierican campaign television.
, .

The.party program. then is a nonroutine media event; specifically focused ..

, .
-.un issues. *In the context of-another. such. nonroutine evont, the Great

-, . .*
.

tee... ,.

:.

,

.---L:' Debates of 1960, Carter (1962) reported significanelearning df issue .

;.----- I ..
.

positions, and iaa---C7-Bybeev-Durall and Ziemke (1977) report-,that the

1976 debates also increased accuracy:

But it. is significant. that the Britishinvestigators-iound-little

relationship between routine exposure to television new* and accuracy.

This finding has been replicated during an American:presidential camaign

by McClure and Patterson .(1974), who cOndlicted a -longitudinal7anrvey
.

-
and content analysis in 1972. 'The survey shows that while newspaper

readership made a substantial-contribution to accuracy, television

newssiade,%Imos. no contribution. Respondents gained ,more- information

romviewing political,advertisements-thadthey did froM television news.

The'content analysis provides an explanation: :the three television networks

'-did not proiddesignificant coverage of-the candidates' stands on-the-
- 1

major issues of the campaign. AS a network average, only 3% of the
,.. ,

a

available netts minutes weft devoted to_ reporting be candidates' stands i :

-on- the issues. This breaks down to- only_ a minute.or_two.per candidate

per:issue. .

.: 'I _ _

. ,

q

This paucity of coverage of the issues of the 1972 presidential'

. .

. campaign may not be an isolated phenOiena but rather the necessary

consequence of the economic system that governs network programming.'

'Ecdnomic'cOnstraints have locked network news into an inflexible 30

O .
. .

minute format, imposing a-ceiling.on the amount of information that can
..,,, ,

__ ._

be, transmitted-._ This' ceiling, is substintiallylower than it...it_for,the

O
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print-media.

When we consider other news that Competes With issue coverage

''for these scarce.air-minutes, the problem is compoun ded by the exigenCies,

of the ratings game. Atleording to Epstein (1973), network news divisions

are expected 'to maintain-79r at least not significantly diminishtheir

network's "audience flow." While network executives' do' not believe that

network news can attract large numbers of new viewers to,x.channel,;no

Matter how-high the quality of coverage, they.do believe that."visually

unsatimfactory", news can cause a significant. number of severs to ,change
.1

a

5.-

-
Channels. -Since ac -drop in the news audience can-seriously affect_ ratings

for_the whole prime-time,schednle, 'the news organization Operite4 under
. _

a,constraint to priae#t the news in the most visually satisfactory form,

no matter hod_complexthe subject matter. Since-the presentation of
,

.

candidataitatands on the issues seldom lends
#

its;.f to striking visuals,
..-

s-----
issues are often neglected-in favor of more photogenic campaign pagentry.

Thus, it ,appears that television news may be a Toor_choice for the

. .

"voter !!!!!"shes to gain..the-information necessary-to exercise the vote`

intelligently.

Cognitive:and Motivationa l Preparation

Cognitive Factors: One of the more consistent research findings

-J I

'.is that general pOlitical knowledge) especially knowledge of the ,political

system; is not equally distribU4d.amongthe various segments of the

electoiate. Education is a strong pFedictor of general political knowledge,
,

and a substantial body of research literature coriverges-o, suggest that

-the well-educated am most likely to use the media to behome well informed:

(Robinson, 1972)..

1:12 -
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TO the extent that_ pattern_ holds for accuracr4s-well ---
.

. .
.

.
. . .

-ae for general poliiiCal knowledge, the vote is a more precise instrument
.-.

\
..--,

.

in the hand' of the welleducated than it is' in the hands of the less
?

. -
,- 4.

:well-educated: ...

In, America, one of the foremost traditional obligations of the mass

-msdia his biedit democratize-knowledge..vBut a group of University of
. ci

Minnesota researchers (Tichenor, Donohue,and Olien, 1973; Donohue,

'Ticheonr, and Olien, 1975):suggestthat an infusiOn of,mass-mediated

information into a-soCT*1N5item actually increases.the gap in knoWledge
,_

between educational elites aid nonelites. Their.general hypothesis holds

that cs the flow of mass-mediated.information into a social system increases,

higher status individuals.acquire.this information at:a faster rate than

; .

do lower status
/

,-/This is a systemrlevell9thesis and, thus, har-vbeen.studied- 4

.

exclusively lit the communitylevel, Within this context, findings haves

tepded to support the hypothesis, but there are three important limitations'

that affect their generalixahility to the process by Which the individual

beCbmet an-informed-voter during a presidential campaign.

.

'First, the 'findings arellimitedto*newspafets. The authors explaii:s

hese findings. as a result of a print sOtem'orientei toward higher

.status groups. That is, newspapers are.said to present knowledge of

an event (which would include the sort of knowledge needed for interpretation).
" -

Because educational elites are more-likely to haVe,acquiredknowledge about ,

even ht to be.better able to make sense

-otevents aw they are presented by newspapers:

Second,, whether an infusion of information °Into a community via the

-. I
o

0 newspaper igcreases
4

the know/edge gap appears to depend upon the degree
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information into a social system will produce an increase, in the knowledge

gap between-elites and nonelites. But because it isormulated at the

sociel-system level, thehypothesix_does not specify the individual -level`

.proceises by which this is expected to- occur.
1

. .

One.could speculate, as the authors do, that nonelite individuals

. ,

. .. e d , .
. t

ofcciAlict surrounding the issue. For example, Tichenor, RodenkirChen,

..
.

.

-. ._. , .. .

,Alien, and.Donohue (1973) have guild that the knowledge gap decreased '
;! ,

.

with increased coverage when citizens perceived conflict about the issue

involvidk This finding suggests.that.cqnfiict can stinnilate* nonelites

/

to utilize mass-mediated informatioh:mote-iffective/i, and the American

presi ential campaign is a time when the lines of political conflict
.

e most clearly drawn.

The third limitatiog is inherent in attempting to apply a social

rt\
research___, system_hzpothesip did the research it has generated-to a--problem conveived.

......._. . ,.._
-----:. -:.

here at.the individual level. The hypoihiiii-holds .that,aainTnsion of

.,Are not as well equipped to make sense of newspaper coverage as are elitei.

The implicit assumption is that education prepares the person for

media use by providing a body of contextual knowledge about. the political'

s ystem that alldis the person to process new information more effectk....ly.

Yet knowledge of the political system is available to the public through

a variety of nonacademic channels; particularly the mass-media, Large-
__ .

Scale studies bg. Robinson (1967, 1972) indicate that while.edncetion is

as powerful predicLor.of system knowledge, differences in knowledge beiween

ersoni-of different-educatignal levels- -are small imonthe heavier media
64

usersp *suggeeting,that exttnelive Attentierss-ntectia=can_aa,to
- level educational differences, iu.system knowledge.

Thus, it seems appropriate to differentiate empirically between

9
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education and

1 1

... .
.

..4P%

8.

. .

. . . . - ..

owledge of the
,

political system. This allows us io

assess the degree

situation and mass

to such knowledg

to whibh system knowledge is atby-product, oi both.

-
i Ii-use. t alsoallows us toestimate the degree

.1)

appears tti facilitiate the acquisitioeof,accurate

.. .
I.

perceTtions of .the imelsidentiel"candidites:
.

. ,9, .-..., . .

.
.

. . _
..

. , .. C,,

a .. ' ;
MOtivaiiOnal"Factbrs: Interest is a summary coicept that incorporates

the,uses and gratificifkOne a person might eipebt from

I

-

- attention. We '

. . , .

'are concerted here-with two :types of interest: (l.) general interdst'fa

day today political affairs,. or political interest, and (2) interest in

. the Immediate situation, campaignerest. -interest.
. .

. ,

. The knowledge gap research might be partially eXplainedf_h*:.
. t

difference between these tswo types of interest. The better-educgid,

tend to, be more. interested than the lesser-educated in the. diyrto-day .

A
.affairs of.government simply because they tend to occupy roles and form 4

.

social liasons in which such infermationc441d ul mtex. Thus, as a routine. .

;.r.
.

_-
matter, they are likely,to follow such inOtatiOn-th-themass media more

.

closely than those lesser-educated individual& to.whom it is not so'releViiht.

I

But when an issue generated Conflict, normally- passive segments of
. .

! 5

the cos unity may become involved. The better-educated then lose party

"

of their usual advantage based-O4 theieday -to -day polIticia interest, and

the knoiledge gap decreases.

Thud, one would expect general political interest to.be associated

;

with. media use

laden arena of

be expected to4.

and knowledge of the political ,stem, but in the conflict -

r ) c

a presidential-campaign; its aspcietionIsiith accuracy would

be less'than it might be under more routine conditicins.,

found that campdign interest .followed closely --
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b4hindichtsunialtion-exposurt and/education as apredictor of accuracy,
."

:
, ... -

= with 51% Of -thcse.11:440 in acc cy rePorting."great!' iuteresp.. ,*Blumler
.....,

. .
,,,,,,

- and lidQUallta969) repoted hat strength ofmotiVation to follow the
.... %

. . ., ir i -
... camiimigif atfedted exposur ,to partr-programs but mediated the relaj3onship

..

bettieen media exiosur and nformatientgain only at the highest levels cf. 4i
' t

estpoptire.:McLeod-and..13ecfter (1,99,4).foui74 evidence for the -idea- that ;
... . - . .

. ..
gratifications and me111., eXtiosure ingike atfditive,contribuiians to;liccuracy'..s. , ,

7.--
. . -

Thul,ii-t appears, that campaigft interest Contributes to both Med** '
.t,

eipaaure:and accuracy." ,There is no- reason to =gee; it to Cos/tribute
."

-to -knowledge of the political system: ;%. -

;k4 "
A CAUSAL`MODEL -

-45 .,*".

. " The' research 44terature suggests. that\
acquire accurate perceptions of fresidAntia

.4e means .by,which.d.ntliyiduals
0

1 candidates' Jamie Steuart is .
P' '

01

4- 1.
-6 - .... . , e- ,

a complex process involving (1) attention to the mass media and: (2) cognitive
I

, ..- ""
.... II ' ... ,

,

,and, motivational prepaiation variables Oat' impinge both on-Media use ... .
i. .. ..

-i-.. . a .
and "on accuracy.

. . .. . i.
.

1.

' The following model depicts the hypothesized causal 'structure among.
A. . ,

the main variables thought to Winstrunental in producing accuracy
*

4

<

0
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.
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-Figure 1

A. Caus41. Model of the AccUracm-AcqUisition Process

44.
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DISCUSSION OF THE MODEL

.,The exogenous lariable--education, political interest, and campaign
,

a

11;

interest - -represegt hypes of cognitive and moevational preparation
*

`necessary uiring accuracy. They are arrayed. in

is according fo thi:time ned-edSt-fOr:their)adquisitiom
. .

Aducation requires considerable investment in terms of time, money, and
,...

: energy. Political interest is considered a relatively star 4 character-
.7._ . ,

. .

, - _- .: -. .. .

-istic developed over time lehile campaign-interest csrr. be nothin re

, .,
.. :.

, ,

. than-a_fleetingreSpOnab to campaign stimuli.
.

\ .... - . : .. ,

4

a

TheInclusion'of thesethree types of presumed requisites-represents

synewa nthesis of of two traditional viewpoints' of the citizees fleiibility
s ,- .-

- electoraland .potential for successtulinteiVention in the electoral prodess and
. .

, ,
_ .

ha.tassmedies-capacity for-diffusing broadly the_informatibninmeded,
. -

for.:luCcessful intervention. Y willerefer=to these viewpoints as the'

11nimalist
_ .

!.."'"a"""

-.The maximali t. position-is, ear* libertarian, democratic

-_-_in- its jOurnalistic,analegu-C-the-ttbertaxi-air:Theory of -the
8

,------- --Press., ----The-best-known,early,proponentsof this viev are thttg-lish
, -t b

;'.

. -.

-
.

,..

-ks, -

- ,:.-

r ,
, 5, . , 1 '4.-

'
Enlightenment"phildsopher Lockelana the American philosophe.statesman

*
.

.

_s ..
.

_.:.---_,-.7--;--,--=--r--------..Teffers-0-ti.
Bath were unequiiinOal in thaii,Assessment of "MI" as free,

a

equal', and rational and of the government as'of no more than a cOnlienient-
.

, -

.,:- instrument to preserve Order and'indiiidual righ-Vs-. Since thq government ,

- ,:, _

waS,thouelt to exist only,for the sake of.the individual, i t had-no_right-
,.

A ..t. r

to- govern without the -individual's consent. Locke was more stringent- .

.

.
c.

on-his_point than was Jefferson, but both `interpret the consent' power broadly,

r

From this*stance,,it'requires,only a small logical step to see that
1' ' ,,

,

:c.'

.
_ 4.

the right to consent is useless without meaningful infOi-mation. '
-
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It wet thought that the extension of the franchise without the extension

of information to-franchised nonelites not only would subvert the

essential purposes of libertarian democracy but also wild open

nonelites to manipulation and exploitation,-lower'the quality of electoral

depiiion-making, and possibly,_ th=w the entire system into jeopardy.

Madison pdt it this way:

NOthing'could be morecirrationel than to giVe the people

power, and 'to withhold from them information without which

power is abused. A people-who mean to be their own gOverners

,must arm- themselves withpower whidh knowledge giVes. A
popular gmernment without popular information or the, means ,

of acquiring- t is but a prologue to- farce or tragedy., or
.

perhaps both. . .

(Austin, 1964, p. 55).

-t

Ai'the time of the ratification of the Constitution, the libertarians-

fought- bitterly for a oonstitutional guarantee of a free press whidh they

assumed would fulfull this obligation to the political system.'

Th.s faith in the media to elevate the electoral process is grounded

din four assumptions:. (1)-that a press free of government control

0 p

C

results in ideological diversity, (2) that given.the availability of
O

competing viewpoints in the media,. citizens will expose themselvei tot:them,

(3) that, given exposure, citizens will perceive these viewpointi clearly.

.and objectively, without.subjective distortion, and (4) that 'since -xle

capacity for active, rational citizenship is. viewed as a core human tendency

rather, than as a socially differentiated 'trait; informatiOn flow viathe.

media will result in the demodratiiation of'inowledge. That is, the flow

-ofinformation will not be _constrained significantly by'social ineciaties

but rather will provide equivalent enlightenment to all sectors of

"soCiety.(Lisswell, 1948).

14

Nor
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-Conversely, the minimalist view questions the idea that -mass-

mediated information will necessarily

knowledge among the glectoiate. This

.1

broaden the distribution of

position constitutes an extension

of the limited effects model, which is usually applied to persuasive effects.

414

The limited effects model grew odt of early field studies which failed

to document conversion effects atiributabli to the mass media .(1,4arsfeld,

Berelson, and Gaudet, 1948; Berelson at I., 1954) and was reinforced

by the development of consistency theories, such as Festinger's (1917) .

.
theory of cognitive dissonance, which provided a rationale for the

media's appa:,Int,inability to convert. .According-to dissonance theory,

individuals seek /to appear_consistent.to_themselves. Thus, theyperie0tUally

shield- themselves from messages that .are incongruent with their'p4or.,
-

.dispositions-or behavior through the mechanisms. of ,selective perception,

and sel-ective-retention--.--Thstinger's position of-these nonrational processes

directly .opposes .the maximalist assumptions that citizens will both
. ,

,

, .

expose themselves to,competing viewpoints in the media and perceive these
,

viewpoints clearly and objectively.

The;liw ofLadramal_consequences and its Underlying:theoreticil

'rationale most often his been invoked by such writers as Klapper,(1960)

to explain "why the media more often appear to reinforce than to change
. _. ,

, \' : .

t .., ,

Social predispositions which affect attitudes and behavior, but the idea
, . .

haabeen applied to informational media effects as well. In this case,

ts:

social inequities are presumed to 'act as constraints to the free flow of .

information and,the equivalent enlightenment of all ieCtors,of-th e'societV'

-
..,

' and ethfis, cenfrcnts the maxim a l i st assumption that the.transmission,of

,
.

informatiqn via the mass media will'result in a demooratizition of knotiledge.*

k
..

.
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-In his 1972 review of literafure on information diffusion, Robinson'

suimarizes.this viewpoint:

: . . like almost every other institetioi in society,
abundant evidence suggests that ttle Masi media teed-to

reinforCe and accentUrete existing conditions-rather
than promote egalitarianisse or abrupt Change.

9).

(Robinson, 1972, p.. 87)

The minimalitt viewpoint then implieathai the citizens potential

political actor is severely restricted by social predispositions. The
-°

individual is-seen as relativeli static--fixed within a distribution

,

.

._. of pdlitiCal knowledie '-t;. hat defines the person's potential-for successful

,

.
intervention in the electoral ,process. :In order to maize from one point

.

to another in the distribution the petson must go-through.a'period of

cognitive and motivational preparation.

In terms of the model, education is the most impcirtant element in

the minimalist scheme, followed by a stable, day-to-day interest in

politics, both Of,w4611 connote alimicid of preparation, for the campaign.

Campaign interest, as in isolated response to campaign=4independent of

education or a stable interest in ., politics--would not, be considered-
.

sufficient preparation for successful intervention.
0

. The importance of education stems-from its pres.imed ability to

P

ptoduce knowledge .of the 05iiticil system, or a context to help the person
.

retain and understand new political information. Similarly, day-to-day

.interest in political affairs would be expected toproduce System knowledge.
,

The model makes these assumptions explicit in the paths from edUcation.

and political interest through politicalsystem know/edge to accuracy. it
y.

aXso introduces another possibility-4:that attention 6 public affairs Media

. ,

also contributes
.
to political system knowledge.

,

-..
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The minimalist position would accomodate also the idea that education

0
1 . me sociated with accuracy. But

, -
' it is `education_and not media ,exposure that is considered the causal

factor, with media 'Use acting as a reinforcer: The indirect pat # from

education throygh medit.use to accuracy., allows us to assess the extent

,

to wticb media'use reinforces education.

4
The.maximalrat position is mbstconcerned with independent contri-

.... 0
.

butions of.media.use., If,informing.the electorate is the primary obligation
,

4.
.

p
o' of the media in,a 'participant society and if the media re to inform all

. G Y

0 o

sectors of chit society equally, then the _contribution bf.meitifUse,to
.

. 0 . ,
...

0 .

t , .
.., . .-

.-
,e, -, .

'.; adcuracy,'-independeit of factors reflecting social inequitiea, is a rough

. .
. . ,

:
measure. of the degree to, which -theledia are 'meeting their democratic -_

obligations. Because of this interest in direct effects,- interest ih-the

immediate campaign is the 8111y receiver .requisite'relevant to the maximalist

po;ition.
, .

In the model,: campaign interest is be causally prior, to

o

media use. This- is consistent with Blumler and McQuail's 0969) finding that

-

.strength of motivation for following British election tekevigficmsffected:

exposure to the television campaign but that regulai,iileVisian use der not

appear toaffect Motivation to follow the camiptign.' The. effects of

newspaper use were not examined.. In a longitudinal .Study of. American

adolescents-, Chaffee, Ward, and Tipton (1970) did find a.sieak effect of

public affairs newspaper readership upon later campaign activity, but public

affairs television ,.viewing appears to retard activity. McLeod et at. (1977)

.
. = ok

Were able to show a positive association betweei viewing of the 1.976 presidential

.
..

debates and heightened interest in the campaign.' However, this association
, -

1.

.
-A., ..

. disappeared when-ather.debate variables werPe introduced as controls. Thus,
..

0

e;
4-"/

O.
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'e

while campaign interestdo s 'appear to stimulate media use durinOthe

campaign, the evidence fo, the reverse pattern appears to be weak and

limited to print media se.

it

Positioning campa an interest as capsally prior to media use also

allows us to assess 4 e degree to which the,indirect path from Campaign
.

* ,._
interest through JUA

1
la use accounts for variation in accuracy. This type

of systematic linkage between gratifications and effectshasleen probed

by such research Is as'Blumler.and MCQuail (1.969) and McLeod and Becker
''./ .

(1974): 'Ili both/ /studies,-gratifications sought contribute. to the.

1/ a .

informational effects of mass media use.
1 . / (1 _ ._.

.
,

The idea _that campaign.interest works through media exposure is

iC?:
. 4)

implicit,fo the maximalist rationale, which holds.that 'the individual
.

c,

is a flexible and rational political actor with the' potential:to intercede

intelligently in. the electoral proceis at any poiv in time.. Such-
,

. c . .

,..,.,

intercession requires onIy, an:interest in the,immediate situation. The

,modil makes this assumption explicit.
.;'

0,.

.
. -

.r.r.r....w..-.,.--.
'V.

Although the maximalist might concedeathat the better-educated tendl_

to use pubp.c .affaIrs.media more 'than 6 the lesser-edutated media use,
.. _ ,

° -----
..

, ..,
1

not education,_Is_seen as the_causal_variable. Thus, the indirect path
, , .

through media use would add substantially to the variance accounted.for

1

by educatiOn alone.

The maximalist then would attribute individual differences in

knowledge to patterns of media use and to the informational characteristics

.

of the media, while the minimalist would attribug these differences to
4-

socially-determined receiver characteristics.
.-.

EXPECTATIONS,
0, 1

,

.

It is likely that both of these viewpoints have some empirical' validity.

-
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The purpose of this paper is to dis ver (1) the extent to which each

view appears to describe the proc.es by which voters acquire .accurate
°

peiceptions in the high-political salience, conflict-laden arena of an
-

American presidential campaign and (2) the conditions under which each

seems most appropriate. Two conditioni which will be examined here-are

(1) different media and (2) the person's experience'ts a voter.

Media Difference

As noted earlier, two studies, one American- (McClure and Patterson,

1974), one British (Blumler and-McQuakl, 1969) have found teieVision news'

,viewing unrelated to accuracy. ,McClure and Patterson also examined news
s

-.content and, fonnd.a dearth of issue coverage on network news.

BOwevert they did find,that Substintial,gaine in accuracy were

4elated-to_newspaper,readership,_4_0d Bekelion et*al. (1954) in their '

!g

pre7television study.
7;''

fr"",_

,Thus, the path from public affairs newspaper readership to accuracy

is expected to be strong while the path from television news is expected

to be nonsignificant.

Experienced vs. Inexperienced Vow ters

, We know that patterns of media attentionvary during the adult life

cycle (Chaffee and-Virson, I975)-;,Tau-n-g-aduktsT-for-eiample, tend to

-read-the-newspapei-Itsi frequently thanf'do older adults. And tihen-they da .

read a newspaper, they are more likely to read ig for some specific reason

hanout of-the force of sheer habit (Yankelovich, Skelly, and White, Inc.,

1976).

The effects' of media attention may. also differ. *A study' by Chaffee,

Jackson -Beeck, Levin, and Wilson (forthcoming) shows that attention'to

. A

television news produces knowledge of the political system in adolescence

,)
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but-not in yams adulthood. .

The primess by which political information is acquired may differ Ale°.

For example, Bybee and Lomitti (1976) found that Pierceived similarity

'-ef pdlitical ittitudes has a-direct effect on frequency of discussion.

for older, but not for-younger, voters. This suggests that theiyoung are

less congealed.and less constricted in their patterns of

seeking than are their elders.

The rung are relatively unfixed the Social structure. -They normallY_

have moreleterogenous social contacts than do their al:deist; anefare-.

,

lesilikely to be committed to a political party. As first7tiite.Voters, r-

they may well.be the more open to Aew information thin those who have
:

-7-2-=;- experienced many campaigns.

, .

-. Thy those under 25; the...new young voter of 1972, may.well fit

."---------- "l

the,q4XlinaliSt poii.tion better than'the older experienced voter. ,If so,

*.'e .
.

-

efforts.hythe'Imeaia to reack,he-young voter are well-advised.
-.

THE PATH ANALYTICPROACH_______:

Reth alulysii, as described by Duncan (1975). permits theife''''s-ear-cher

tto express a complex system of tlationships in relatively simple

-''mathematical-tefMSind to test these relationships both individually

and as a system. It also allows the researcher to explore indirect

---,---effects,..ox-causal sequences, rather then forcing the analysis Of-variables--;

,

.as- competing sources ofVeriance. However, the validity of the inferencet

drawn from path analysis depend uu the researcher's ability to order the

. . .
.

yariables.correctly within the model The proceduri,cannot establish time
. , A / .

/ f,
order.

. In path analysis, the relatiTIshipt-posited in the causal iodel
.-31."

are expresked.in terms of simultaneOus regression equations." Standardized

regression (path) coefficients are estimated using a.least-squites procedure.

" r0
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The model tested here is recursive, in that there are no instances

Of tWo -way_causality.

,OPERATIONALIZATION OF VARIABLES IN THE CAUSAL MODEL

Exogenous Variables

Xl --Educatina--MeasU red-by number of-}rears _of:formal education

14 --Political Interest -- Political interest connotes a reasonably

stable,-day -to -day interest in pbltics. Respondents were asked, "denerally,

would you say you are ve interested in politics, interestedin.politics,

-7-----indifferentf-disinterested_inpolitics, or yerx disinterested. in politics?"

_ X3 -- Campaign InterestInterest:in the presidential campaign of

,
44M. ;Respondents-were asked how interested'they2were.in "this-campaign."

, A

The'response set was the same as for'politidal interest.

EndogenOus Variables,

Public Affaits:Mass Melia Use--Three measures were obtained,

reflecting (1) attention to public affairs_ information in the newspaper,
4 - ,

:(2).regular readership of public affairs magazines, such as Time and:Newsweek,

and frequeacxi'of viewing network news-

Public Affairs'Newspaper Readership--Respondents were asked: "When

you read your paper and come across stories about national government

and-politics, hOW often do you read them? Would you say you' frequently,
______ ----------- .,

. -,

Sometimes, rarely, or never read stories aboUt national government and

-p ublic I fairs:Magazine-Use-Aespondents were asked: '.'Do yoU read

politic
n.

4

any magazines re -he-home? .__CULyeSliouliT!,12!!!e the

,_
magizines-you read mos regularly?" Respondents were scored according

. .

'> .

,

to the aofnumber publicnum o r- e--maitaiiiiiii niitaad-.---(Magazines -considered-- -___
- ,#

1-,
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Public Affairs Magazines are listed in-Appendix_A..)
. ,

Network News Viewing - - Respondents were asked: "Do you watch dational.
.

news broadcasts freguently..eaketimes, rarely, or never?"

-.a

..--11nowleZ.ge of the Political SystemThis variablik reflects'

the extent of contextual knowledge of the political system. Respondents
. . .

-- , .
. .

.-_ ivere-askel-td i-dame-the-tio-Uniteditatessenatortfrom_Wisconsih; the.-

a
.......___ ..... ..,......_ -

0 ,
length of terms of office for senators, United Stites representatively;

candidate in 1964. -

-

end the Wisconsin governor; and to identify the Democratic viCe presiiential

R6 AcCuracy7-Accuracy represents the'degree-tO whiAh respondenti
. c

werable correctly to identify the major -party candidates' Outlicly-.

.

stated positions on the Major issues,-of the .1972 presidential campaign!.

Respondents were given a card listing 10 definite_positiousun-10

major issues discussed bf the Candi4atle dUring.the'1972 iaepal#n.
,

`The liit included such statements as "We.shilUlkpass a federal la

'legalizing abortion in every stat'e'!. and:"thereNshOuld-'be amoratorium

. 7777

on the bussidg of school children to achieve integration." (For a complete

list of these issues, see Appendie A.) The interviewer din-asked the.

-
-

respondent whether each of-thicmajor,candidates-had taken -a- -stand for or
,,. . .

.
.

.

against (the issue, statement). Respondents were scored acCorditig to
.

.,_
..-.

the.nuMber-of correct responses given.° .-

DATA COLLECTION
\

-\
Personal interviews were conducted with 388 eligible voters in. s,

Madison,"Wisconsin and A29 e.t.igibld voters in Lexingfori,,Rentucki during

ktaberTtra- , ." .

O

.
.

The Madison data set was collected as part of a larger research

I '
program in Britain and fhe United States; whidh-was concerned with

9

22



differences between firat.tie,and older voters. Thus, persons eligible

A'
:in randomly-selected neighborhoods. . Student wards were deliberately

_ a _
too vote for the first 'time in 1972 (18-to 24-yeeizeade)-were-dellberattly___

oversampled to provide approximately equal numbers of first-time and-older

voters. In this analysis, as in other studies based on this research
- .

program (NOte 1), these age groups will be treated as if they 'were two

separkte samples.

The sample-was drawn from occupants of randomly-selected households
.

, -

Undersampled io offset the,effecti of the presence of the UniversitY-of
-

Wisconsin.

voters,The Lexington -sample consisted entirely-irTirst-tome ,

b .

randomly-selected frad seniors listed _in high yearbooks of all
.!

7----

Lexington high schools over a four4ear peiiadand from:administration

lists of
.

registeted students-at the University'ofRentuckq:,The Lexington
. - .

hIgh,schootYs sample yielded 82 completed interviews, witileite Uni.4ersiey
..

oZ1Centucky sample yielded. 47 completed interviews. ' (Note. 2)

RESULTS_

As Table indicatet, young and older Madison voters. are equally
_ _ _

..,

accurate, with both identifying correctly, an...average of 11 of 20 possible.

. ....- .

.

.

.

. .
. _

issue positions. .There also is no significant difference in mean political

.

a

system knowledge between-the two Samples. Table-2 -shows that_Lexington

young voters, do not differ significantly from the Madison sample in. termi

of either accuracy or political system knowledge.

This similarity of informational outcomes might be thought surprising

considering the highereducaiiiiiiiI-IWei-of-the-older_sample (p_____C001) .

-...
.

-Older voters *alsotappeir to pay more attention to-all 'forms of° public affairs

media,.than do the younger -groupT-a Ilthaugatiie difference IS statistically

23
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Table, 1

Comparison of Means for Variable's 1n the Causal Model'.
for Young and Older Samples: Madison, Wisconsin

Variable

Accuracy.

'Education ,

PolitiOal Interest

igp Interest

Political' System
Knowledge

,

Public Affairs
Newspaper __Use

Public Affaiis
'Magazine -Use

Network News
Viewing.

I,

41,,j

'Madison
o

Sample .

nidpr

-11.00

6.53..

11.01

7.83

3.75 U.S.

2.97 2:93

t

3.88 3.94, U.S.

_3.39 -3.61 4.03.

.77 .84 "ik U. S

3.30: .3:43 n. s.
n=216 n=162

*t-test for independent samples two-tailed test.

2.

VI
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, Table 2.-

Comparison-of-Means for Variables in the Causal Model
for Young Voter Samples in Madison, Wiseomin and

Lexington, Kentucky

Variable
Lexington

Sample Sample P*

Accuracy

Educatidh:

Political ;interest-
4'-

Campaign Interest

Political-System
Knowledge

..,

' Public Affairs
iewipaper Use

Public -Affairs
Magazine Usd

NetWork NeWs
"Viewing"

P

00

13,51**

3.75

-2.97'

.3.88
,

1.39'

.77

3.30

'Tv..216

10.24

3.84

4.12

n.s.

.72

3.13

nm129

4

;*t-test-for indepeaeht samples, two-tailed teSt

**Different scaling procedures were used
for the Madison and Lexington samples,
the Madison ;Wean has been converted so
eomparable to the Lexington mean.

S

n.s.

to code educalion
For this tabre,
that it might be

V.
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cant only. for newspapers _.(p 4.,;,01%). Lexington young voters are
, -

MadisOn ctqnterparts in terms both
r \

1)-education' and media behavior: fact,, the only statistic-ally qigiiifiostilt
.

_W":" 7-4

difference the two young voteefsamples. is the Liiington samples
s

.6\7

greater self- reported in se in the cateipcign..(p ." .001). '.
---...._ , .....

Thus, young and. older voters appear to attainL thii.ealee degree of
*. ,..

. ..- , r .. . . ..

accuracy despite differences in variables presumed to attacriccu,racy.:
.

I,

.0 - 4
,

This suggests thetthe processes' by_which youngind oldor"Voters acquire
. . .

. ,,-- . - ''.
,

accurate PerceptiOns of-politi4l,cin4idates differ.
.1- s

-tas -. .
. .

, . ._ . . .- . ... ;-
. -All 'phree 'Ssitiples are, substantially, More accaiate_on- issues upon

-- _.-:. . ..
.. .. ,

which the presidential candidates, than- they-ere,01:1 those .- s:_- .
.

. :. ' 1
. ' . 4, '.?

. 'upon which. the cad- tes agreed (p.4091).,.. -trteaa fetul,..are elven in*--
. . . , --- .. .

,,. _...

V.- .--,---- . `
-4, . s . - : -.:. ..

r..,

--:.. Table .3.) Areas f_ conflic between presidentiaV:,Citididates.ireoiare'
. 0 . . .

... -, -,.. ., . ..-
--` likely than areas of agreesient t aritasa voster2ineeteet:ind to,recmive...

. . . -... - .. -......._ ..

coverage in the. mesa media.- Thus, it appe Ts 'thae.the voter's 'interest :

I' 4 . -

0
: 'r ' t .-

z.. in the campaign and use of .public affairs masiatedia may .be.dmporatent
. . / ---'.

variables, in tile. accurapyfacquisitilinprocess. .14W:1.
.
explote this process

,

, . -.,.. -......

, . ,..

in terms ,,of three medianeWspapers,,magazineek-t,ind, television'.' .
_ ....

.;-,-
... ,.

I . -. .....

The figate' that tollow depict' the results of . path analyiel cal-A.4_4,--
'34.. i

...-- . .

out for tite_young and older, )(idioms- samples and the youtig Lexirniten.. .. .- .
- --- ._ . - . -

sample._ A solid line with a single-headed arrow, representsa statistically-...
. significant relationship. A broken line with a single- headed arrow repre7-.

semis a nonsignificant relationship.: Coediciente,essociated

these lines are standardized beta weights_ tpath:coefficients).
. . . 1.... . .

_it I . . ,
A.doubleniteaded curved arrow -represents an unanalyiede adrielation:

.

,-- --, . ..-
k

"rhei4 correlations are no t analyzed because thevariables involved are
. * .-.. _

...- - f.....
predetermined, or exogenous to the model. We are act concerned here with

:"

's
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Tible' 3

.
tomparisoh of Mean AocUiacy for Candidate-Agreement

and Candidate Disagreement issues

Agreement DisagrieMent
-.4dsues Issues P*

--. Madison YoUng
Sample*
'N-216 40%

Madison Older
Sample
N-162-

.,Leir.ingtOn Young'..

O

i.43

4

.61

Sample .44 .56

.

*t7test for paired sampies, two-tailed test

**Scores wet% divided by the number of isiues. Thus, the

means reflect the, probability that any respondent will
,identify _correctly any ,specific-isSuA in th0 appropriate

,category.. .

-q



their_antecedenis.

The criterion fdrstatistidal significance was set'at the .01

.

level,_and,the static applied was the F-Ratio.' The unstandardized
Tog,

-beta weights apd their standard errors were also inspected. Generally,

the unstandardized- beta -- weight is statistically significant if it is twice
.

;

its standard error. In nearly all cases, the rd4ultf, these two methods

for ascertaining statistical-significance agreed. F-Ratios, unstandardized

--beta Weights or path coefficients, and standAid errors fOr the follOwing
Y

analyies are reported in Appindit Bi
s

The Newspaper;IdTheAccurady-Adquisition Process

gompatison:of the Madison ,Samples

°' A comp4ison ofFigures 2 and =3 show that, despite' lower mead

levels of readership,-Madison young vOlers are more affected by newspAper

,

',use than are their elders. The direct` path from newspaper_use-to----

accuracy is a significant .21 in the young sample, while in the older

sample, it is'a, nonsignificant .P8. Attention'to pUblic affairs material

in the neyspapet then appears to play a critical role'in the.accuracy-

acquisition process only for young voters. Since young and older voters
.

achieve-almost ideitical levelt of accuracy, it_appeats-that older

voters have alternate means for acquiring political information.



Figure 2

Path Analysis for Young Madisot Sample
Using Newspaper. Use as Media Indicator.
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Figure 3

0

Path Analysii for OlderMadison Sample.
Using--Newspaper Use -as -Media Indicator
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The antecedents of newspaper, readership also differ. In both samples,

education and political interest are important, and the.weights attached

to each do' not vary greatly' between the twosamples: However, onlysfor

the young is campaign interest a significant predictor (P = .22). In
.. f

''the older sample, the coefficient is almost null (P = JP) This

sugiests thatthe Sung are morellexiole in their medisChaBits and more

responsive to immediate stimuli, such as a presidential campaign, in

their use of the newspaper. It also suggests one possible explanation

: -

for-the difference in the path from newspaper-Use to accuracy. Youth

__are more_likely,:to,read the-newspaper-because-thefareintirested In the 0

campaign. Thus, they leari. more about the campaign. A

This idea is buttressed by inspection of de indirect path frdm

__campaign interest through, newspaper use. In the young sample; this

indirect path contributes 26% to the total causal covariation-between

.campaign interest and accuracy. - In the older sample, the contribution

is just 52. (Note.3).

Indirect paths through newspaper use also add_ substantially more to
0

.

'the impact of education and political interest among the young. In the
a

young-sample, newspaper use contributes 172 of the total causal. effect

_ 1 of education. In'the older sample, it contributes only 5%. For political

interest the contribution is'37% in the young sample,. 15% in the older.'

sample.

- Thus, whatever the youpg voter's predisposition, it is more likely

to'he reinforced by newspaper use than is that of the older voter.

Knowledge of the Political system is. a strong predictor ofaccuiacy

in- both'semples, lending credence to the "knowledge gap" rationale that
-

a. ,

such knowledge helps a person to retain and understand,new political

34:
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information., But its-antecedents differ. Newspaper use, for example,

_ makes a' significant contribution only in the young sample (P =

-While interest'makes a nearly identical contribution to system

IP A

. .

knowledge in bath samples, the strength Of education- varies. The path

coefficient for the older sample is .40; in the young sample, it is a

but still substantial .26. These results suggest

kiavi edge is-somewhat less affected: by. education, someihat more affected

-0 -

'by-media use among young voters than among their elders. .

Similarly, the indirect. piths from educatietithrough syst, via knowledge"

stosaccurady are somewhat stronger for olderthan for younger, voters,

accounting for 29% of the total causal covariation inithe older,sampla

and 20%. in the young sample. However, the indirect path from political

interest, through system'knowledge is greater for the young,' accounting

for '33%.of-the total covariation of political interest with accuracy'

the young.sample, compared with just 26% in the older sample. However,'

.political interest is not.estrong independedt predictor of accuracy

among the young. The path Coefficient is a statistically nonsignificant,

compared with .17 in the older sample. y

Rut for neither sample does newspaper readership` appear to make much

of a contribution to the relitionship,hetween education and system knowledge,

accounting for just 5% of the total covariationIR the older-sample and
.

just 7% in the young sample. The contribution to the relationshio between .

.

political interet and system knowledge is larger, but still modest,

accounting for 13% of the total Oey,ariation in the older. sample and 16%

4n the younger sample.

The-Lexington 'Sample

Results of the path analysis for young Lexington voters (depicted iq
.

figure' 4) buttress the idea that Tirst;time voters gain more from public

32.
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-safairs-affairs than do their-elders. For bah

'.system,Anoiledge, the effects,oi-newspaperuse aPpear to be quitesimilar

ib those found for the young Madison sample anddissimilar'to those found

for the Older Madison siMple.

The direct paths froi newspaper use to bothaccuracy and

system knowledge are statistically significant for both young samples but

_

not for ,the Madison. older. simple., Theravis,-holiever, a subtle difference

beilesomffie two young.iamples, The coefficientfor the path fruit newspaper

use to political system knowledge is stronger fox the Lexington sample

(P - .19) than for the Madison sample (P =-.14) while the coefficient

for the path from newspaper use 'to accuracy.is stronger for the Madison

sample (P'= .21) than for the Lexington samp]f(P

Otte possible reason for this'difference is-suggested by differences

intheantecedents of newspaper,use between-the-two young samples.

'Lexington young votiis .appear to be motivated'to use public affairs

information in the newspaper more by a day -to -daTinteresti.n.politioal

,

affairs than by a specific interest in the campaign. The Coefficient

for the path from campaign interest to newspaper use is almost null

,?-(P .06). For the young Madison sample, the coefficient is a substantial

.22. Conversely, the coefficient-for the path-from day-to-day political

--
interest is .48 for the Lexington sample, considerably stronger than that

reported for the-young Madison sample (P = .32). Thus,mariationa in

information outcomes between the two samples may reflect different; patterns

of motivatiun.

The importance,:of newspaper use to political System knOwledge in
AD

the Lexington-sample iS'apparent when the indirect path from political'

through. newspaper use -is inspected. "Although -the direct path

.34
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use in stantilliy increases the- "amount of variation that can be explained

by the v rie0.e.' 04 indirect path,through,fiewepaper. use accounts for

k

45%-of thi total cauiacovariation. VatIOMadison young, voters, the

c,

..----
__ _

`contribution of this indirect
i

pith, is just 13%.
-

.- .,
.

HoweVer, the indirect contribution of.newspaper use
.

to the effect
. .

,political_iaterest_toiyatei kdowledge is nonsignificant, newspaper-

. of education upon system knowledge isAL more modest 14%. For-the Madison,

*:sample,' the contribution is 20%.

.

r

-Newspaper-use contributes substantially, to the relationship.between--
,

political :interest:-and -Seenracy,.7with the_indirect_path accountine or

28% of the total_cabsal cOvariatIon. .This -is consistent with the-Micliion

results, although contribution for the Madison young votersis,3/i.
.
,,

In both samples, the contribution of newspaper use-to t e relationship

between educiiion and accuracy, is *lest, accounting foi % of the total

2

covariation SaMpicand-11% 1u, the Madison sampJ:e.
-.

,

-As in the young, ut not the older Maason sample,: campaign interest

.

makes a significant contribution to accuracy, suggesting that young voters
- ,

are more stimulated 6' leara because of interest in the immediate campaign

situation. However, inconsistently with the,Madison results, newspaper

use adds little to the relationship-between campaieninterest and accuracy,

. .

__Icontributing_just 6% of the total covariation, as compared with 26% for

the Madison swage. This difference is_due to the fact that campaign

- interest was not related significantly to newspaper use for Lexington young

voters.

Political system knowledge appears to be aconsistent predictor of

accuracy. This suggeits that such'knowledge helps both experienced

and inexperienced voters to process new political inforratIon. However,

22rwee.2222.22,22,2,-
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-theieAlee Appear to be differences between the age 'grotips in the ,Process..
-:.. ," c. . % . :

.
,lifsi:bithencli-knewledge-is-acquired-.----:For...example, although education: 1.s

.4a.--,acceet
/

o.

. .

'Nsignifitants Predictor of political .system knowledge in all three

'samples, its strength appears to be greater for. the older,tiditiondoiample.
.. , ......., e., .4 '..

(P la .40) than for iither ths-young-Madison-taiple (P :g -.26); or...the...young
_ . .. .. . .

previously'Lexington sample °(p -.23). This result,. along with the noted''
.".
-sign,ific.ant contributions of newspaper use to system knowledge in_ both

young samples --but, not` in the' older Madison sample--suggests 'that young
. 4. .

\voteri` are less educationally-fixed .in their eipabilities "for acquiring

lurqw/edge about the political systesi than' are' theft 'elders and more open
,."

to learning- 'through *the liewspapei.
\

4,PublIO Affairs Magazines-In The Ancuracy-Acquisiticin Process
\\

Comparison. -of \the Madison Samples
.

In. contrast to the newspaper, public affaits magazine readepsiiip

- affects accuracy more strongly fOr oldet (P = ,.19) than for 'young voters

. -(P is .12). 1(See 'Figures and 6-.) -

The indirect-paths from education and political interest through

magazine use, are stronger in the older sample -also-. In the case of\
education, the indireet, path accounts Ifor'21.% Of 'the total covariation

for; older Voters but lust ,9% for young voters. For _political interest,

.,the proportions are 16% and 11%,.respective.

The enormous variable's, taken togethe, not - predict magazine ,

) > readership yell, accounting for` just 13% of the to al .variance for older
.
voters and S% for young voters. Obviously, public a£f irs magazine

readership is determined primarily by other factors than\ hose considered

here. tut of the .triables in the model, those that")eflec mote en-
.

e'

airing characteristics predict magazine use' best. In the older sample,,i

the onlr-...significant path is education (P . lit the young s

30





,Path Analysis forplder_ftdison Sample
.Using Magazine Use-Nas Media Indicator ..
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both education (P 15 ) and pOlitical interest (P AB, .15.) are significant.

In neither age group does knowledge of the political- system appear
. .

1
.

to be a. by-product of-magazine nice. The path from magazina use to system

knowledge is actually negative for older voters, although'the coefficient

---:- is not statistically significent? I
if*.

, . .

. -------7---.7----7--7.- . .
Thig may be due to the nature of the meattpre of political system 1

7 -

411

. knowledge. The questions, dealt with fiirly,eleme;itary, items Okyolitical
. .- . . .

Adowladge, -such ae the length of terms of office for political offices. .
.. . , . _ . ro.

. .,. 4
Editors of public affairs magazines maressume the# reader* lamiw 'thege

- .

. .

facts. Half of the itemeileel-t7with Wiscongin state government; which:
.

is no

the eaten

newspap

governs

The Lex

not covered by national public affaire magazines. Thus, to

that individuals substitute. public affairs magazines for daily

readership, they may miss information about state and local

Th

-
use to

i4enti

ton &Mole

coefficient for the 'dl.rect path frOmpublic affairs magazine
,

ccuracy (P .1,) -fog the young Lexington sample is 'almost

al to that obtained the young Madison sample (P 45 .1i), but

beaus of the smaller size of the Lexington sample; it is not aignifidant

at' th .01 level; (These results are depicted in Figure;?.) Another

inVeskigator might choose a less conservative criterion for' statistical

significance, but whether or ntlt,the coefficient

it does appear to be consistent with the Madison
"I

is consideretd significant,
.)e

sample finding that public

,,Affairs magazineuse cqntribdtes less -to accuracy for young voters than
1%

' 7

-A for older voters. Again, the( eirAb nenous variables do not predict magazine

use well. Here, only day-to-day$litical interest appears to make any

,contribution, and this path is not significant at the0.01 level.
=

39
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Figure -
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I t appeaI;however`, that magazinft-uSe makes a'tainor'con'tribution-
-

(P. la .151 to political system knowledge in the Lexington sample althouigh,

39.

again, 'the coefficient is'not significant at the .01 revel.. However,

tai finding is.inconsistent, with the Kadison_resuite which indgite

_that magazine use has no jeffet on system,knowledge-for either young-

or older voters..
Network News, In, :Lae Accuracy - Acquisition. Process

Comparison of the'Madison Samples .-

:Network news viewing, appears to have -io effect on accuracy for either
. .

yoking or-older voters (see Figures 8 and 9).. Thii finding was' expected

and xeplidatee. sted,ies conducted in Britain °(Blumler and McQuail, 1969)

alid_inAmefica McClure aid Pattersoii-0.974).

/This_null effect -cannot be explained in terms Of_ the antecedent

codieions, of network news vies4ng. An examination of Figures 6 and 7
/

S'

.;shows that these canditions de entirely different for young 414 older voter.
44 .

1

For youiig voters, political, interest ,(P 21--- 0 8) . and., to a lesser extent,
- ,

educatio'n (P. = ..13) are related to network news viewing, but the impact

of campaign interest is not only nonsigaficarit, but negative. Conversely,

bong older voters, campaign interest does appear to. affect network

ewe viewing (P .18), but both) education 'and political interest car y.

negative weights.
.

r I .

While the antecedent condition,s-of-.:n'et4ozknewayiewing are cAmplitely
t - ,

- . ; z--.-,-;--7,.-,-

different for the two -samples, the ifesuli ts the same._ Neither 'roup
.

,-

appears to learn about the candidates and issues via network news.

Among older voters, network news viewing" does appear to make a minor

contribution (P = .12) to political system kndwledge, but no ;such

evid6t among young ,voters. But even this.' mall contrf.bution.

older voters_are motivated by interest in $he campaign

,relationship- is

is `ironic since

.4.
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Figure-8
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PathiAnalysis for Young Madison Sample
Using Network 'News. Viewing as
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Figure,
Pith Analyiis for Older Madison Sample .

Using Network, News Viewing as
Media Indicator.
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rithei than by, an.anduring interest in the day-to-day Workings of 'the

political system. .It would appear that-whatever learning occurs is

the result of cumulative exposure rather than' purposeful informition-
.

seeking and that the difference between the young. and Older maples stela
, . , . . .

;

.

frog the olderiYoter'slonger experience with the medium and greater

'opportdpity to accumulate system know/edg.

ThirLexington

The Lexington results'further strengthen thelleathat network dews

viewing Maki:ism-contribution to accuracy. Aein both Madison samples,,

the direct path frol'netWork news viewing to accuracy is null. .(1, mg .02)..

1These'results are shownin Figure 10.)

Neither does,. network MAWS appear to affect political system knowledge

for young'votera(P iit .04). This is consistent with the young Madison

sample results. .

The two young samples arilso consistent in terms of the, antecedents'

r. 1'.

of viewing. For both, political interest is' the strongest.pred for
. .

. ,

'of network news viewing, with a coefficient of '.38 in the MadisOn

sample and a coefficient of .29 in the Lexington sample. 'Education makes

a similar' modest contribution' in both samples although'the Lexi gton

coefficient of .11 is not significant at the .01 leyel whi le the
. . .

----M40mhettioefticient-of .1d 3 is significant.. Campaign interest has
:

.

impact in either sample.

/ This' similarity in tha pattern of antecedents for the two young
,

.

q <,

1 ' ,

simples, coupled with the strikingly contrasting pattern observed for

lap

the older Madison sample, strongl suggests that the null informational

characteristicsimpact of network news cannot be explained in terms of viewer charac
.

-and_implies that the explanation is inherent in the characteristics of

.
the medium and the policies which shape network news content

44,
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Figure 10
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DISCUSSION.

44.

.

Since'path_analysis cannot establish time order, the validity of

ihese'results fs:contingent upon the validity of the ordering of variables

within the causal model. But given the order pAited in the =lea' model'

.

t1e data support four`
1

.v .

.

"(1) Network news viewing has no discernible Impact on either
_

-
.political accuracy or political.lystemknowledge for either firi0-time

, ..

or oljer voters." This null effect 3s not explained by audience chirecteristics.

.(2) 11011.6:affairs newspaper use has an independent effect .on

both accuracy and political system knowledge for young, inexperienced

voters, but not for:older voters.. Despite lower mean levels of reader-

.* ,

7 ship, young voters appear to benefit more from newspaper use than do

theii elders.; \.

(3) Public affairs. magazine use affects accuracy, but not political

-

system knowledge for-both age groups,, but the contribution is modest for

first-time voters.'

(4) Interest in the CampaignIpacti'accuracy, independently of

the more.enduring characteristics ofedUcEtion and political interest, for

:'first -time voters only, suggesting that the'young are'lese fixed in

-their patterns of information-acquisition and more responsive to campaign

stimuli than are their elders..

The.Null Impact Of Network'News

The finding that network news

consistent for all three samples.

Patterson (1974) study of the-same

viewing has no..impact on accuracy is

It -also replicates the McClure and

presidential election, as well as an

earlier British study. Olumler. and McQuail, 1969)..

Some might fault the audience. forithis finding; noting the network

46-
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'

news'audiences are less well-educated than users of the print media.

This pattern holds.in the data presented here'fgr the older Madisdn sample.

In fact, the negative weight of the path coefficient indicates that
S.

frequent news viewers are less well-educated.thanis the sample as a

whole. ,There is,no relationship between day - to-day pOlitical interest

and network news viewing.

But explaining the null impapt of network news in terns of the

-
characteristics of,its audience seems less appropriate when one considers

the two-young voter samples. For both samples, the paih from education

'--.

to network news viewing is positive. .In the -case'of theMadisorf sample,.

it is statistically significant. The path from political interest to

network news,viewing.is positive and statistically significant for both"

_young samples. Cpnversely, the path fr6 campaign interesti.s negative

for both young samples and both positive and statistically significant

for the older Madison sample. Thus,*the antecedents o' network news

FF

viewing are strikingly oppobed for the youfig.and older samples. Yet,

the result is the same. 'Network news viewing has no impact on accuracy. ,

It appeari then that the fault does not lie in the charadteristics

Of the audience, but rather in some aspect of the stimulus. It is tempting-

,to dismiss television as a visual and,ephemeral medium better suited to,

-. .

.

entertainment than to the presentation of complex issue poiitione, but

past research does not support Such a characterization. Gainein.
,

accuracy have been related'io such political ielevison presentations as
. -------- .

,

-British party prograpis (Blumler and McQuail, 1969) And the 1960 Kennedy-

Nixon' debates (Carter, cited An Katz and Feldman, 1962). In contrast

to network news, both these television events were nonroutine and focused

A

on issue content. This suggests that the failure of network news to
9

47
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'prodUce-gains in political accuracy lies not in the general characteristics

oftelevision but in the form* and content of thd news program.

McClure and Patterson (1974)explain their findings in terms of

content According.Zotheir content analysis of.the three network's
. ,

,,news prdgrams during the 1972 presidential campaign, the networks devoted

Aad.average of just 3% of available news minuted- to coverage.of the

candidates' stands on

that lack of relevant
. .

informational impact=

the,major issues ottheeampaign. Thus, it appears

content is -the simplest explanation for themull

of network news.
,

. But it also appears that people have difficulty retaining information'

that is covered'On'network news. Stern'(1971) found that half his

aample...of the-audience .of a network news program_ could not recall even

one of the 19 news stories can the program shortly after the broadcast.

Thus, it is possible that the format of network news depresSe

.The aresent format-for network news includes'a:heevy emphasis on visuals

-,a114 a great deal of switching, from one visual focus to another, such as

the movement froM aichorpersonto correspondent to filmed repoit to

correspondent-and bick to aildborperson. This emphasis on visuals,

and the changing of visuals in rapid succession, stems from an assumption

by network` executives that striking visuals are necessary to-tttain
-

audience interest and maintain high audience ratings. Tut leis possible

that continual shifts in visuals deflect attention and depress learning.

In future research,4it would be appropriate to examine the'impect

of prOduction variables, such as visual shifts, upon learsIng from television
- .

and such indicators, of aUdience interest as feelings-of arousal or boredom

and channel-switching behavior. Sucb research also might,involVe the types

of neUro-physiological, attention-orienting mechanisms 4ibited by differing

production techniques.

48
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°Ivalso seems important, in more general studies of political'

communication, to distinguish'between routine mass media-behavior,
.

1, such as daily newspaper readership and network news viewing;'-and attentien.

to nonxoutine'media events, such as debates and political conventions.

It maybe helpful also to differentiate between receivers who attend tb
,

the'daily sources of politica-information out of sheer force of habit

and those who are motivated by ome nonroutine interest in a particular

event or issue. Of all three-samples, the young ,Vadisonivoters appear

to.be.the.most likely to gain accurate perceptions of the candidates

,through newspapti use. _They are also most likely to be motivated to

-read the newspaper by an interest in the campaign. The young Lexington

siOple appears to be motivated more by an, interest in day-to-day political

affairs. Accordingly, noispaper,use is more strongly related to knowledge
.

of the, wurkings.of the political system than to accurate perceptions

of the presidential candidates for the young Lexington voters. This

finding is merely suggestive as it does not hold for he older Madison

sample, but it does point out the importance of considering the type of

interest and Attention given to mass media messages when assessing in-

formational, effects.

THE DIFFERENTIAL IMPACT OF THENEWSPAPER

Fot young voters,thenewspaper appears to 1ortean.-Imp

roadening t e distribution of both accurate infOrmation about

candidates' issue standsand knowledge of the political system. HoWeVer,

-the impact of.publicatIairs' newspaper use is nonsignificant for-older

voters.` For the older sample, variations in accuracy and system knowledge

,can be accounted for largely by such enduring predispositional variables
, -

at jducation and day-to-day political interest. Fublic,affairs
-

magazine
.

, ,
..,

'9 0
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readerihip is the only medium that. affects the accuracy of older voters.
e.,

. . ..
-

While the dadgenerally support the argument that the well-educated
_..

1
are better equipped to process new political information becauSe of their

greater contextual knowledge of the political system, this pattern is

more evidentforolder than for young voters'. Not only is the liik.between

'education andyitem kiowledge less-substantial:for young voters, but

they also appear to gain. system ficin newspaper use. The importance of-

- °

_newspaperuseSs-an.alternate channel fir_tfie acquisition of system knOwledge.

is most, striking in-the,case Of. rhe young Lexington sample. For example,'
, .

. .

.

*. day-to-day political interest, which: is not significantly correlated

'-' _

.
with education, does not appreciably affect system knowledge, '-it'thel----

, .

,
indirect path from political interest,through newspaper use to political'

. '

system knowledge is substantial. Thus, it appearS that politi9a1 interest

contributes to system ki9wledge only when this interest is manifested

in newspaper us .
--

. , ..k

.

Thus, for the young, the newspaper represents a breach in educationally-

determineddetermined ',.atterns of knowledge acquisition and, for the newspaper

"journalist, an opportunity to help broaden the distribution of knowledge

among your_ voters.

The broad diffusion Listiesiinftrfniate of the traditional

.5

.
obligations of the press in.an equalitarian, 'democratic pdlitical.system.

.

.

I
c.

The potential of the newspeper'to fulfill this obligation is apparent
,

' -when one considers the fact. that' despite low'r educational. attainment,

young voters are just as accurate as their elders.

. $
. ...

.
.

,The newspaper's. potential is 'even more evident When one considers

r 'the possibility that the young person's first voting experience may be

-iii crucial event in political socialization. As such, the experience of

. *
.

__
,

''the first campaign aiglat_b_e expected to affect later interest in daytd-day
, \

\\

-- ,- --,
,

..,..-.. 50



'political'affeirs,.a good predictor of both accuracy and political

system knowledge among older voters: This type-of causal linkage-can
. .

_ :11e,probed only by.longitudinal research, but if such linkages exist,

the tiwspaier-maybe part of the socializing experience. That is, the

'type'of assistance the newspaper offers young voters during their first

...-

campaign may affect'not only the, quality of the Immediate voting decision
- .-

\
but the- nature of later. ntervention,in the electoral proceis. '

.

.-. .

. .

. .

-'--"1-- . .

Unfortunately, 18- to 24-year-olds read themewspapet leSi frequently

t. n do- older' persons,: and the rate of readership among the young appears

1

/-
-. to b feciining precipitously. One analysis of,two cross - sectional

.:.. ,

sampl taken is -1967 and,1974 (Yankelov %ch, Skelly, and White; 1976)

-indicaies that 7.1% of the 18- to.24 -year -olds read 4- newspaper

daily basis 1967. By 1974,,only'461% of this age groip read a newspaper

,every day7-a d cllne of;10%. Even more disturbing, -'this analysis- shows-

.
.

do' evidence of a turation effect. Respondents who Were 25-! to' -34 -years

old in!1974 were at the same readership level (71%) ai'were_18-'to

-yea -Olds in 1967 indiciting no, Chin omparison of cross-

)sj1_sctioamp-1-esake at differentoints in time, does not Constitute

'definitive evidence for as ertions about change*:

aewever, a
,
longitudinal study of 1669 high.tichool seniors anetheir'

Parents,-interviewed-in.1965 a reinterviewed in ..1973,-does provide such

evidence (Jennings and,Niemi, 19 ) -In 1965, less than half of the high'

school seniors reported daily newsp pet 'reeding. This figdie did not change

when the youths were reinterviewed ei ht years later. Thus; the decline
e

in newspaper readership among the young ppeati tb be a generational

_ --

-
phenomeonon that will not be,remedied as ung people grow into "adult"

_patterns of>newspaper,readership. As such, t is disheartening data for
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1

.:,
. ,

students pf.the democratic:process, as weber neispape publishers.
.

Unlikendtwork news, gewspa s appear to 'inform their.,
.

youngaud
. ,

,

P'r .

Thi newspaper' majo oblim appears to bp in attracting this audiedce.
t

L4,-

_cr

Th s,nth oblem of decliding newspaper readership, particularly among

:

--tbe_young, should be a major focus ofmass r.ommunication re:Search. Oring

.
.

,

otheynext'decade. Such-research might consider the possibilities of different"'

.- 0

mode of 'marketing, distributiorr,.and packaging; as weode modifications
..-

in -cIntent. Newly-available te chnolog^ ie,s a,-ug'ge stmany types of

.

z hange.
: *:

..

FOr.example, facsimile transmission and interactive cable-television-sysitam

_ , p , 4 . # '. -.

Willi make. it possible, for a newspaper custoier to Order -a custoredited '

. . .

.,\ Si - -

imiewapaper and-,have it delivered electronically. Micti)-wave.transmission
..-

, -

,

systeme make it possible for a newspaper to be printed at locationlaemote
.. t

.

,frOd editorial ifficea, enabling newspapers to serve areas that are regional, '

t

,

or national; in -scope.:, Allot these poisibilities need to be evaluated

in terms of'economic feasibility,` marketability, and.iMplicationsfot the

-.A

democratic process.
r

The Impact Of The Public Affairs Magazine

The public affairs magazihe is the only medium` analyzed that affects

accuracy for older voters. However, since education is the only significant
-

predictor of magaxidiruse and since it does nnresult in increkied system .

-Imowledge,_the public affairs magazine does not appear to have great potential
,

-Ibr'broadeding the...distribution of knowledge.
k

N
The contributions of magazine use to accuracy aremore modest for the,

two young samplep, and statistically nonsignificant for the Lexington sample.

As in the older sample,.,, magazine use makes no significant contribution to
f

system knowledge among the.young. Thus, the magazine appears to be a limted

vehicle for the transmission of political information.
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, The Greater ReponsiveneSs Of Thi YOung Voter

.
,

Generally, the: older sample fits- the minimalist pattern quite closely..
.

, .
.

.
_

. ,

.Mbst-of thevariation in is accounted .for by educatron the path.
' *

.. . -1,-As-.*:--- .,.

..

from education through poligicai system knowledge, and day-to-day interest
4:

S

.
.

-; in politics. Of all the media examined', only .pubinaffairsmagazine use r

, . ...

appearsItnake.any signifICant Contribution to accuracy, and magazine use
.- . .. . .

-is-best -predicted by education. P

Political system lynowledge,'which bean a strong relationship to accuracy,

-

is determined almost. entirely by non-media factors, most notably education:entirely
. .

. - .
But while older voters appeaeto'be severely constrained by their

. .

social predispositions in their ability to acquire information about

politics, young vOters'aPpear to he,less constrained and more resionsie.
t e

.to.cimpaign stimuli. For,eximple, campaign erest is a significant'

independent" predictor of accuracy:for both young samples, but not for the

older sample.- .In the young Madison sample, this effect is enhanced Oonsiderably

.

pathpath-from campaign.iaterest through newspaper use. In
.. -

the Lexington sample, there is'no-relationship betWeen campaign

. s

and newspaper use: The Lexington'young voters appear to be motivated

. , :

to read,the newspaper by day-to-day political' interest. COrrespondiAgly-.1

.

`for the Lexington sample newspaper use his a somewhat greater-impact on
L., . - A *7

,.
. s" 4 . '...4

. . .

system knowledge than on accuracy. Taken together, these results suggest . -:

..

-that young voters exhibit a closer relationship"between motivation and ..

. ,

-
. .

newspaper.eff s than do older voters. This is'consistent with findings

, ..

by Yankelov ch, Skelly, and White 1476) Vit young people tend no to. be
j,:,".

.

' - ,t ...-' -.

habitual newspaper readers.. Instead, they tend to 'buy ands read me spapers
.,.

.

.

sporadically and selectively; more from specific informational needs from

, .

.
habit or a feeling of obligation to keep well-inforided..,

4 . t
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;,""--'

4 i
- .... ...- , . -,-s-, ,.

- , :.Thi... raids twice. to -habit ois one of the'qualitiep of the young that
;..

_ ,- ; ,
.. \

_ , _

;
. v 4.

.
PiatpIexas :newspaper publisherg, but_ it !IBA may be one Of..the qualities

s; . 7

. that _atkes reaching.. this young audience so 1.
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NOTtS.

.

. -. .-%-
.:,,This.ttudy:was financed by the John and Mary R. Markle oundation as'gitt

ofa larger program of cross-national-research on they pug, first -time

voter inJ3ritaiftand America.. This particular date set.waa collected

'wader the direction .af- Professor Jack. M. McLeod, director of the Mass

Communication Research Center.ar the University of Wiscoinsin, Madison, Wis.

.
. .. -0 '';0 .

o -

. IheiLexingtanedata ;gas collected under the .direction of Professor William.

-Elliott, Oen at the University of Kentucky's School of Rum= CoMmunication.

.:-Professor Elliott is now -it the University. of Oregon:: _ -

,wo

3. The.propoitionof,the total causal CoVeriationbetween caMpaign Lateral:it
(X3) and-accuracy -(4) explainedby the indirect path through newspAper

use. (X4) was calculated ia-the following wayi \.

0

where variation explained by the indirect path,is'equal to

o

. (p43) (P64)

and variation explained,by the direct path is equal to

P63

then, total_ causal. covaiiation is, equal- to

(P43) (P64) + P63

s;)

and the proportiOn of,tOtal causal covariation explainedbyhe,indirect

path is equal to .

(P43) (P64)

(P43) (P64) P63

This method is ar6lied to all such calculations that follow.
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LIST OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS MAGAZINES

Newsmagazines e

Time .

Newsweek :

Newa and.World Report

Opinion Magazines

Progressive.
New Republic
Nation
National Review
Atlantic Monthly
Harpers
Black World
Black SCholar
Saturday Review World
New York Review ofBobks

Underground and Liberation

Ra.raPa;t.t
.Evergteea-
Rolling Stone
Fusion
Creein

s

Scharlet Letter

7

/

0



Issue Statements

ACCURACY MEASURE .

-1., We should pass a federaltiaw
.legalizing abortion in every
state: .

.

Nixon McGovern

Agreement' _ _0

no

We should go.ahead with plans for yes. no
'development of a new strategic
boMber.

.3. We should make sharp cuts in no
spending,,for defense: ".1

The governMentshould create jobi. yes yes
for_ heads of welfare,families.

.

a , '

Th wage and price contro] program no yes
-if eighted in favor of business
and should be ended.

e-
yes

The federal government should' no yes -.

gUarantee a.family of four:aff
-income of:$4,000.

r

.Ther should be-alijoAtoriUM of
buss ng ofschoOl children to 6

achieve ,integration,

yes AO

8. Air quality standards cannot be stif -- no no
fened because of adverse effects on
industry..

9. The federal government should divert yes yes
money to local' government for prop-
erty tax relief.

-10.- To increase employment,-the federal yes no
government should.grant businesses
tax relief needed, for expansip:.

60 \
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Table 4

Anstandardized Path-Coefficients, Standard Erro si and
F=RatiOs for-Regressions with Public Affai s

Newspaper Use as X4

Madison Madison
. Young Sample Older S le

P St.E. F P St.E. F

Regression on
ACcuracy

- ,

on"Educati .44 .13 11.12* .29 .12

Political Interest

Campaign Interest

System Knowledge

Newspaper Use

.57

.70

.48

1.12

4

.35

.33

.14

.35

ns,

4.48*

.11.19*

10.00*

.94-

''.49

.55

.61

.51

.41

.22-

.53

Regressionon'
System Knowledge

Edudation .25 .06 17.35* .24 .04

Political Interest .63 .15 17:72* .58 .16

Newspaper Use .33 .16 4.02* .31 .20

Regression on
Newspaper Use

3

34.38*

Education .07 .02 8.42* .04 .02 5.10

Political, Interest .30 .06 23.30* .30. .07 48.92*

Campaign Interest .20 .06 10.58* .05 .06 n.s.

*significant beYond the .01 level

ti A

,
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Table 5

Unstandardized Path Coefficients,, Standard Errors, and
F-Ratios for Regressions, with Public Affairs

Magazine Use as X4: Madikm

61'.

Young; Sample Older Sample

P St.E. F P St.g. F

:46 .13 12.12* .23 .12 3.79*

.77 .'34. 5:10* .90 .48 3.49*

.97 .33 8.91* .35 .40 n.s.

.46 .22 4.12* . .74 .28 7.23*

.53 .14 13.94* .64 .21 9.85*

,

.27 .06' 19.57* N .26 .04 41,57*

,.74 .14 29.51* .72 .15 23.49*

.09 .11 n.s. n.s.

.08\ .03 4.7$* .08 .02 7.37*

.19 ,09 3.60** .19 :13

.07 n.s.

Regresbion on
Accuracy

EdUcation

Political Interest

Campaign Interest

Magazine Use

System Knowledge ,

Regression .on
System Knowledge

EduCation .

Political Interest

.Malgazine

Regression'on
Magazine Use

Education

Political Interest

Campaign Interest

*significant beyond the 0.1 level

**Significant beyond the .025 level.. Since the undstandard-:..

'ized path coefficient is twice its standard error, this
coefficient was considered significant.
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Table. 6

Unstandardized Path. Coefficients, Standard Errors, and

F-Ratios for Regressions with Network Npws Viewing
as

41
Madison

Young Sample

P St.E,- ,F

Older Sample

P St:E. F

,Regression on
Accuracy I \

:.

Education, , :49: -\.13 11.60* .32 .12 7.21*

: Political 'Interest .83 37: 5:16* 1.12 .49. 5.21*,

.
. , \ .-

Campaign Interest .94. .33 .8.19* .42 .41 n.s.

System Knowledge .55 .14 14.56*. .56 .21 6.96*
-..

NetWork Nike ,02 .27 'n.s. .21 .36 ms;

I

Regression-
.

on .

System Knowledge

EduCatiOn .28 .06

,PolitiCal Interest' .78 '45
Network News .03 .13

,,,.

21.06* .25,

28 .29* .65

'- n. s.« .24

.04 40 . 85*

415 19.53*

.13 - 3.32**

Regression on tia

4

'Network News

Education - .06 _703_4_4.03.t_ ,02

Political .Interest .44 .08

Campaign Interest -.12 .08 n.s. .17 .09 3.69**'

ftigraficaneberind-the .01 level
-.--Iii . .

**aignificant beyond the .025 level. Since the unstandard-
'ized`path.coeificient..is nearly twice its standard error,

this coefficient was considered significant.

4
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Table 7

63.

"-standardized Path Coefficients, Standard tr,ro
F-Ratibs for Regressions with Newspeperyse

X4: Lexington Sample

s,- and;_

N

Regression on
Accuracy.

Education .62' .23'

- Political Intexest .83

Campaign:Interest .85v .43.

System Kftbwiedge .41 .18

"Newspaper Uie .78 :44

Regressibn on
PolitiCal System- .

.

Education .11

Political Interest .22 .19

Newspaperyse .'43 .21-

'Regression on
Newspaper Use

it
.11' .04Education

'Campaign Interest .".06 .08

L. *significant beyond the ,01 level

7.3 *

3:66*\

3.85* -\

.4:87*

1.11*

V

,..*meft=1



Table 8

UnstandardizedPath Coefficients, Standard"Errors and
. 'P- Ratios ior Regressions, with' Public Affairs Magazine

Use as X4: Lexihgton Sample ,

64.

lSrPe
Ac

P' St.E:

scion' on
ura

Educa ion*
- .

Political Interest'

Campaigh In;erest

SysteM,K7owle4ge
.0

Magazine °Ise .

Regression on
Political System

:Knowledge

Education

Political Intereit. 3.

r '.--------

Magatine Usi
.---:-----_
u

....-- Regression on
w Public Affairs.'

Magazine Use-
r

Education

Political Interest

Campaign Interest .

.*significant beyond the .01 level.
IF,

.70

116

.77

.42

1

I

.33 40 1047*
, .

-- :33 .17' .n.i.s

.33 0.9 .7, n.s.

.23 9:70*'

:40 -6.97*'

.43 3.15*

.18

.39 - n.s,

'L

:00 .05 1n.,!1.

\
.16 .09 n.s..

.05 .10 .n.w.

4.

9

0

0

.11.,



Table,9
,

tnstandirdized Path Coefficients, 4t-andard Errors, ,and
r-Ratios for Reg*essions with Network News Viewing . .

Lexington'-Sample .

cs

r

Regresiion
Accuracy

D
_ d

1 .

ation

Pol

Campaign Interest

SysteMKritidie
Network. News Viewing

Ategreision On
\ , Politica] SysteM

".. "Knowledge

I,

To],iicai. Interest '

. - Network News Viewing

/,
Regresszon on

-' Network 'NewS -i. Viewing
-- .J -. -

Education

v Political Interest .

- ,,, _ - ,
. .

, ::'" -Campaign Interesc,;-

1

*significant beyond the ,OI level.' a

- :
4

1,

.68' -" .23 8.87*

-1.12^ .41 7.36*.

.79. .44 3.29*

.4'6 .18 6.36i*-

.09 .34 n.s:

:33;

.36,r

e

.13 9.,53* -

.18 4 j 12*

.17 n s.

t,

.

-.08 .06 ,; n.s.

.31' .10 8.74*

.109 -.Al

A -

.) ,

s!.

-1

_ .r
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Thiercortelations between Variables in the Causal Model: Madison. Young 'Sample

Network
Political Campaign System Newspaper Magazine. News

'Accuracy Education Interest Interest Knowledge Use Use Viewing

4Accuracy, 1.00.. .36
A . . Iit ,-' ,,' '

' Education 1.00
- .

--' -' ..'',

Political -

,Interest ._

'Campaign
anterest

fSystein..*

',Knowledge

,,Newspaper
Ude

,,Use

Network
'News

.40 .32 '.44 .22

.17 .19'.18 .09 . ;25

1.00 .47 -.39 .45 .15 .37

1.00 .11 .38 .03 .09

100 - .15 .16

1.00 4 . 2 0 .32

1.00 `.08
r

1.00

_68

4.

I)
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InterCorrelatio

N Table 11

\between Variables in the'Causal Model: Madison Older Sample

Netwbrk
Political Campaign System. NeWspiper Magazine News

Accuracy Education Interest Interest Knowledge Use UsG Viewing

Accuracy 1.00 .40 .41 .30 .44 :30 .32 .07 .

Education 1.00 .29 .20 . .51 .27' .28 -.07

Politica-
Intetest 1.00 .58 .43 .40 .27 .06

Campaign
O

,Interest 1.00 .21 .19 .25 .16.

System
Knowledge 1.00 .32 .10 .10

Newspaper
.Use 1.00 .27 .12

Magazine
Use , 1.00 .08

..Network
News -

Viewing, 1.00

70 71.



Table 12

Intercorrelations between Variables in the Causal Model: Lexington-Sample-

Network

Political Campaign System Newspaper Magazine News

Accuracy Education Interest Interest Knowledge Use Use Viewing

Accuracy 1.00 .34 .39 .36 .35 , .24- .18 --

-

Education 1.00 .08 .17. .28 .22- .03

Political
Interest 1.00 .48 .21 .46 .20 .29

Campaign
-Interest 1:00 .18 , .20 .14 .15

System
Knowledge 1.00. .29 .19 .1.4

Newspaper
Use

1.00 .14 .30

Magazine
Use

1.00 .08
4 \

°

Network
News
Viewing

1.00

72
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